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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The HiMaT Indigenous Leadership and Development Program in northern Pakistan has
only been in full operation for about two years. Alberta-based Four Worlds Centre for
Development Learning has been providing technical support and curriculum
development for the Project and has been raising funds in Canada to support this work
since 2010.
This document reports on the impact to date of the Project. It is aimed primarily at
funders and potential supporters. Our intention is that those who have supported the
project, and those who may yet have the opportunity to do so, will get a clear and
straightforward picture of what has been accomplished as a result of the human and
financial resources invested.

HiMaT: The Big Picture
We planned to start full project operations in early 2010 (after a pilot year in the
Chipursan Valley). However, 2010 turned out to be the year from hell for the Hunza
region (the Attabad disaster in January, the monsoon flooding in July and August, and a
failed agricultural season and early winter). Our target region was set back 25 years
economically. Food security plummeted to virtually zero, making food aid essential to
survival, and rendering the region’s well-established economic base (potato cropping) no
longer an option because of a completely blocked access to markets, coupled with a
doubling of the cost of fuel and other agricultural inputs due to the global economic
collapse of 2008.

Nevertheless, with the wholehearted support of community leaders, we did begin full
program efforts in early 2011. Our primary goal was and remains to build the
capacity of community leaders, institutions and grassroots community activists to
move their communities from poverty and dependency to prosperity and selfreliance. We have spent roughly $175,000 over two years, all of it raised from the
generosity of Albertans. Here is what has been accomplished so far.
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1. Mobilization of Gojal
Our initial area of focus was upper Gojal. This area entails 45 far-flung high mountain
villages with a combined population of roughly 25,000 people. This was the area most
directly impacted by the Attabad disaster. 500 farmers were now internally displaced
people (IDPs) having lost their farms, homes and businesses to permanent flooding. For
these and everyone else, high food insecurity, the destruction of 25 years of
development progress and a crushing sense of despair were among the most visible
community conditions. This entire region has now been mobilized and revitalized for
community-driven development.

a. Institutional strengthening - Most local and area institutions have been renewed, and
are actively engaging their respective communities in development activities.
b. Transformation - Approximately 3,000 people are engaged in learning and action
circles. Six practical courses have been delivered oriented to stimulating and
mobilizing community-based action. And their communities are responding with
enthusiasm and hope.
c. Some 150 small (quick-win) economic and social projects have emerged stimulated
by micro-grant awards of $55-$100-$150. A third of the projects that have emerged
were not funded. These “quick-win” projects have brought small but very real
improvements in livelihood to some 7,000 people (almost a third of the population).
d. These communities are now ready to graduate to large-scale sustainable enterprise
development and to sustain ongoing social action.
2. Central Hunza “Demands” to be a Part of the Action
Leaders from central and southern Hunza communities approached HiMaT in late 2011
and pushed to be included in the project. This entails another 50 local communities,
some of them urban and some of them bordering on more religiously conservative and
volatile areas. MOUs have been signed with these communities, and limited activities
have begun.
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3. Recognition
The HiMaT Project has been recognized by regional and international development
actors such as the Aga Khan Rural Support Program (AKRSP), the Pakistan Poverty
Alleviation Fund and the World Bank as an emerging model for mobilization and capacity
building for poverty alleviation. So far this recognition has not translated into direct
funding, but we have high hopes.
4. What we have Learned
a. To mobilize an area and build capacity for real improvement you need a dedicated
field team (we have five people who come from the affected communities and are
now seasoned and expert development
facilitators). Without them, the progress we are
reporting on could have never happened.
b. You also need a learning engine. The training
program has generated incredible momentum
and continues to be a primary source of growth.
c. A good team needs a good coach. Four
Worlds has been able to bring 30 years of
worldwide development experience to bear on
supporting team capacity building, in designing
and producing curriculum and in modeling community engagement, planning and
development processes.
d. There is no replacement for continuous team presence and support at the
grassroots over several years. We anticipate that spreading this approach to other
areas of Pakistan will require the establishment of new teams and a lot of cross
fertilization with our original area as a “learning site”.
We think central/southern Hunza will require a similar incubation period of 2-3 years
of hard, continuous work by a good team at the grassroots level before it really takes
off.
e. Small is beautiful. We spent roughly $3.50 per person per year for two years to
mobilize this far-flung and remote mountain region and ready it for sustainable
progress. To achieve the kind of results we have achieved while spending an
average of $87,500 a year seems to in-country observers (Canadian CIDA, World
Bank, etc.) to be a phenomenal outcome. “One for the record books”, quipped a
prominent Aga Khan Development Network leader. This is because most programs
worldwide spend much more to achieve much less.
We believe that size matters. It was because we are small and didn’t have much
money that we had to learn to have an impact without a lot of spending. Our entry
point with community leaders was always, “We are not funders. We are partners. Our
focus is building your capacity to facilitate your own development.”

Impact Highlights
1. Project Expansion
2009
2010
2012

11 villages (Chipursan Valley only)
41 villages (all of upper Hunza)
114 villages (all of upper Hunza, most of central Hunza and part of Nagar)
3

2. Spark of Hope/Renewed Vision Established
Evidence
• Strong buy-in and support from community leaders and area institutions (100%)
• Communities cost sharing with the project to host project gatherings and paying
their own costs to attend (this in contrast with most other NGO programs that pay
people to come)
• Strong testimonials from grassroots people regarding project benefits they have
experienced
• Community leaders defending and praising the project in regional forums
• Area religious institutions allowing the project to use their buildings and strongly
urging their members to become engaged in the project
• A resurgence of volunteerism (previously much less vigorous)
• Huge grassroots time and energy investment in project planning, community
development and entrepreneurial initiatives
• Spontaneous expressions through poetry and song reflecting the spirit, vision and
enthusiasm of HiMaT as a development movement
3. Local and Area Institutions and Community Governance Strengthened
Evidence
• Two new LSOs (area institutions) have been formed
• Some 80 area and local institutions have been revitalized and are functional and
engaged in development activities, where two years ago most were dormant
• Work is ongoing with a total of 220 development institutions
• Audits required for all institutions working within the framework of the HiMaT
project and audit support is being provided by HiMaT-KADO
• Comprehensive 10-year community development plans completed in one cluster,
almost complete in another, and underway in two others (to be completed by the
end of 2013)
• One regional umbrella organization (GOLSON) formed to foster inter-area
cooperation. The strength and relevance of GOLSON is steadily increasing
4. Capacity Building of Leaders, Activists and Volunteers
Evidence
• Six courses developed and delivered on
various topics related to development
leadership and implementation
• Some 50 volunteer coordinators keep track
of learning activities
• Approximately 75 volunteer tutors have
been trained to coach learning and action
circles and to guide small project
implementation
• 3,000-3,500 people are currently (October
2012) engaged in learning and action
circles that study the course material and
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plan and carry out development related activities together
• Focused training for institutional financial officers provided to three clusters related
to social financial record keeping and preparation for audits. More to follow.
• Farmer’s school focused on alternative cropping and soil reclamation held in upper
Gojal in May 2012, in collaboration with the Gilgit-Baltistan Department of
Agriculture
5. Many Small Economic and Social Initiatives Generated
Evidence
• 29 quick-win projects completed (see section related to impacts in the narrative
report on the pages that follow)
• 70 quick-win projects ongoing (October 2012)
• An additional (estimated) 50 “copycat” projects have arisen without funding
• HiMaT team working closely with area institutions to ensure micro-project support
6. Measuring Household Poverty
Evidence
• Tools for measuring household food security developed, tested and refined.
• Quarterly measures ongoing in upper Gojal, the area most affected by the Attabad
disaster
• Current food security stats (2012) collected directly from Women’s Organizations
in Gojal state that 55% of households have less than four months capacity to feed
themselves, 30% have 4-7 months and 15% have between 8 and 12 months.
7. Regional Development Forums
Evidence
• Six regional development forums held between November 2010 and October 2012
focused on learning for development, on evaluating development progress (using
HiMaT tools) and on strengthening a regional development movement.

Impact by the Numbers (2010-2012)
1. Project Reach
a. Number of communities served in 2010

11 (4,100 people)

b. Number of communities served in 2011

45 (25,700 people)

c. Number of communities served in 2012

114 (73,349 people)

d. Number of communities receiving all project activities and
services for at least two years

41

e. Number of communities receiving only partial services (due to
funding constraints) and engaged with the project for less than
one year

73

f. Women’s participation
g. Youth participation

55%
25%
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2. Training Impact
a. Number of course curriculum (manuals) developed and delivered

6

b. Number of individuals who have taken at least one course

3,543

c. Number of individuals who have taken three or more courses

2,542

d. Average participation per course

1,500

e. Number of ongoing study-action circles

232

f.

177

Number of community development initiatives that emerged
directly from the study-action circles
• Business Groups
• Social Groups

104
73

3. Quick-win: Small Livelihood and Social Development Projects
a. Number of projects completed in 2010-2011 ($55 awards)

29

b. Number of projects completed or underway in 2011-2012 ($100
awards)

65

c. Number of special projects awarded to IDPs and Widows
Memorial Project ($150-500)

5

d. Number of additional spontaneous (copycat) unfunded projects
that emerged (mostly in 2012)

48

e. Total number of projects completed or underway

147

f. Number of individuals directly participating in these projects

955

g. Number of households receiving direct livelihood or social impact

826

h. Number of individuals receiving direct economic or social benefit

6,608

4. Institutional Strengthening
a. Number of area/cluster institutions engaged with the project in
2010

1

b. Number of local institutions (village organizations/women’s
organizations, CBOs) in 2010

22

c. Number of area/cluster institutions engaged in 2012

9

d. Number of local institutions (village organizations/women’s
organizations) in 2012

261

e. Percentage of area and local institutions functioning and active in
the project area in 2010

43%

f. Percentage of institutions functioning and active in Gojal (where
the project has worked for two years)

97%

g. Increase in local savings as a direct result of the project impact,
and despite ongoing economic crisis
• a. Chipursan

56%
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•

b. Sost (GRSO)

29%

h. Number of audits of financial records facilitated by the project

15

i. Number of sustainability endowment funds established for area
institutions

2

j. Number of long-term area development plans completed or
underway (out of 10 possible)

5

Project Costs
Project Costs

Funding Received

2010

$21,818.00

$30,750.00

2011

$82,239.00

$93,800.00

2012

$91,400.00 (projected)

$65,500.00 (projected)
100%

• Percentage of revenue spent directly on project
costs
• In-kind contributions in volunteer time contributed
2010
2011
2012

109 days
126 days
184 days

Spontaneous Expressions through Art
At many of our workshops, forums and gatherings, people spontaneously arise to sing
songs or recite poems that they have
written to capture their feelings and vision
coming out of their HiMaT experience.
Here is one such, presented at a
workshop in October 2012. You need to
know that “HiMaT” is an Urdu word that
means courage, empowerment, and
making a great effort against difficult
odds, which is why we chose it as the
name of the project. Here is an English
translation of the song.
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HIMAT HIMAT
Himat, himat
can change our homeland.
Himat, himat
can change our garden.1
Don’t give me bread; I’m not hungry.
Don’t give me a stick; I’m not blind.
Don’t tease me; I’m not a child.
If we stand up as teachers,
if we stand up as leaders,
if we stand up as farmers,
then Himat, Himat
can change our homeland.
Himat, himat
can change our garden.
If we have all these things,
Then why are we idle and passive?
And why are the fruits of our tree2
so small and weak?
Let us take good care of this tree,
and then we will taste
how the fruits are sweet and good.
Himat, Himat
can change our homeland.
Himat, himat
can change our garden.

1
2

Garden here is a metaphor referring to all the produce of life’s efforts.
The tree of development
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NARRATIVE IMPACT REPORT
Introduction
The HiMaT Indigenous Leadership and Development Program in northern Pakistan has
only been in full operation for about two years. The Alberta-based Four Worlds Centre
for Development Learning has been providing technical support and curriculum
development for the Project, and has been raising funds in Canada to support this work
since 2010.
This document reports on the impact to date of the Project. It is aimed primarily at
funders and potential supporters. Our intention is that those who have supported the
project, and those who may yet have the opportunity to do so, will get a clear and
straightforward picture of what has been accomplished as a result of the human and
financial resources invested.
Background
In late 2009, the HiMaT Indigenous Leadership and Development Program was born as
a strategic response to a very difficult set of circumstances affecting the people and
communities of upper Gojal—the northern-most tip of Pakistan bordering China and
Afghanistan.
Unfortunately, in January 2010, just as we were beginning to launch our efforts, the
Attabad landslide disaster struck, changing the geography, economic conditions and
development prospects of Gojal people, and setting them back at least twenty-five years
in terms of household income, food security, and the viability of the local economy.

Our initial diagnosis of development challenges and needs in the region was as follows.
1.

Challenging geographic conditions that include a harsh winter climate; high
elevations (with villages raising livestock and farming at between 8,000 and 11,000
feet); and rocky, arid, and often depleted soil

2.

Extreme and chronic poverty, now exacerbated by isolation and the dramatic rise in
commodity prices due to the January 2010 Attabad landslide disaster, coupled with
soaring fuel, food and farm input costs

3.

Food insecurity, with more than half of the families now only able to feed themselves
for between 2 and 4 months and an additional 30% having only between 5 and 7
months food supply before requiring emergency food aid

4.

Low levels of education and virtually no access to training for economic
improvement
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5.

Health services scattered and of poor quality (7,760 people/doctor and 2,179
people/hospital bed), with access to medical facilities (especially in emergencies)
out of reach for many

6.

Weak and/or dysfunctional local and area institutions in terms of their capacity to
guide and promote development, access resources and support change efforts

7.

Low levels of trust between grassroots people and their institutions

8.

Serious absence of government services: education, health care, electricity,
telecommunication and transportation infrastructure, etc.

9.

Persistent lack of livelihood and economic opportunities, especially value chain
development support, access to markets,
access to capital and training

10. Lack of effective development
programming that builds the capacity of
people, communities and institutions to
promote their own development
11. The lack of political representation and
access to full legal and civil rights of
Pakistani citizenship for the local
populations due to the tenuous status of
Gilgit-Baltistan as a “disputed territory”
caught up in the India-Pakistan Kashmir
conflict
All of these circumstances are made worse by ongoing insecurity and violence in
Pakistan generally and, as recently as spring and summer 2012, in Gilgit-Baltistan.

Our Theory of Change: (What we believed would make a difference)
A “theory of change” is a practice-informed understanding of what is needed in order to
bring about the changes we want in any given situation.
Based on the more than thirty years of field experience of the Four Worlds Centre for
Development Learning in some 20 countries, the fifteen-year history of KADO (the
Karakorum Area Development Organization) as a promoter of livelihood programs in
Gilgit-Baltistan, as well as on the 2009 Global Best Practice Review conducted by Four
Worlds that focused on what really works in poverty alleviation, the following “theory of
change” was developed related to what is need to move the people of Hunza out of
poverty and marginalization and into sustainable wellbeing and prosperity.
Our Vision
To contribute to peace building through constructive development focused on poverty
alleviation
Our Goals
1. To improve the social and economic status of targeted populations
2. To strengthen the capacity of targeted communities to promote and sustain their own
ongoing wellbeing, prosperity and resilience to further shocks and upheavals
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Our Strategies
1. Work first with the most receptive and adaptive segments of the population to
establish a working model that demonstrates pathways to improved
development outcomes - This approach was chosen as opposed to beginning in
areas where ignorance and extremism are so severe as to make a backlash against
efforts to bring progress likely. Our assumption and hope was that as success is
demonstrated in more moderate communities and areas, adjacent, less receptive
areas would be attracted to the benefits they saw coming to project communities, and
that they would request that the project be extended to their areas.
[Note: This is already happening. We began work with Ismaili communities in
northern Hunza, but have recently been requested to bring the project to much more
conservative communities in central and southern Hunza and Nagar. In response, we
have recently expanded to some 70 additional communities.]
2. Ignite the spark of hope and vision of possibility - Developing people first need a
spark of hope that change is even possible and that solutions to their development
challenges can be found. All the money and
technical know-how in the world will not alone
move the hearts and capture the imaginations
of developing people. Unless we find a way to
engage the hearts of the people, their
communities and their institutions in
transformative work, we will not be able to
make a shift from mere projects that come and
go to a movement of people that spreads from
heart to heart across northern Pakistan—a
movement that ignites the spark of hope and
the spirit of enterprise and service. This work
will require extremely careful attention to the
spiritual and cultural foundations of the people being served by the initiative.
3. Strengthen local and area development institutions - In order to mobilize the
strengths and assets of local populations and continuously link them to development
resources and opportunities, strong leadership is needed from well-functioning local,
area and regional institutions that operate within the control and in the best interest of
the developing population.
The HiMaT Program needs to support the emergence of local and area governance
mechanisms that are fundamentally participatory and democratic in nature, and that
make adequate space for the exercise of full citizenship rights. These institutions
must be: a) capable of exercising development leadership and support at the
grassroots level; b) truly democratic (i.e., owned and operated by the people being
served); c) transparent, accountable and incorruptible; and d) oriented to participatory
planning of development processes and to ongoing learning for improvement of
development practice and outcomes.
In supporting communities to achieve this level of capacity, we believe the HiMaT
Program will contribute significantly to developing the foundations for democratic
governance in northern Pakistan and will, at the very least, shift the expectations of
hundreds of villages and community leaders around what good governance can be
and what it can actually contribute to the quality of life of the people it serves.
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4. Strengthen the capacity of key actors to carry out effective processes and
strategies for improved development outcomes - The term “capacity” is a very big
word. We use it to refer to the ability to be, to know and to do what is required in
order to achieve desired development outcomes. The HiMaT initiative targets three
levels of actors: individuals, communities and institutions. At each level we need to
ask the questions: Capacity for what? Whose capacity? How will we know when
adequate capacity is present? The answer to these questions always needs to be
grounded in the very practical work of making tangible improvements in the lives of
people.
The HiMaT Indigenous Leadership and Development Program is essentially a
learning-driven initiative. Its goal is to establish a “learning engine” that contributes to
sustainable social and economic improvement. How this learning engine works can
briefly be described as follows.
The core objectives of the HiMaT initiative revolve around the central idea that
fostering sustainable improvements in the social and economic life of people will lead
to (and is really a prerequisite for) sustainable peace in the region. To build the
requisite capacity within the population—which includes engendering the needed
vision, values, hope and determination, as well as helping people to develop the wide
range of knowledge and skills that are required—we have concluded that the
promotion of learning has to be central to any effective intervention. The people we
reach will need to learn how to think, act, and inter-relate in ways that lead to the
outcomes they want: within themselves, within their communities, and through their
institutions of governance and community development processes, as well as through
the collaborative networks and partnerships they build.
Unless this required learning happens, no amount of money will suffice, but the kind
of learning that is needed has to be
anchored in concrete development action.
In this context, people don’t really “learn”
simply by being exposed to information.
They learn by engaging in real-world
development challenges, by reflecting on
their experiences, by being exposed to
the experiences of others (experts,
literature, research, role models), and
then by being “walked with” (i.e.,
accompanied) on a journey of learning
and action through which they gradually
refine what they are doing until they get
the results they need.
5. Creating an engine for continuous sustainable and economic development - By
“engine” we mean a driving mechanism that can support, enhance and sustain the
process of social and economic improvement in a particular geographic and social
context. This component of the work refers to: a) the development of many small and
medium-size ventures that build on existing opportunities and capacities; b) the
development of institutional capacity to connect people to good ideas, technical knowhow, capital, market chains, viable partners, and infrastructure that support social and
economic initiatives; c) the development of social enterprises (i.e., initiatives that
serve a market need but that also contribute revenue that can be ploughed back into
human and community development initiatives); d) the development of utilities and
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infrastructure that serve the public good and enhance social and economic
capabilities (such as a community irrigation system, a micro-electric generator, or a
telecommunication service); and e) the eventual organization of all of these functions
into a publically owned and operated institutional framework that is sustainable,
transparent, and responsive to grassroots direction.
In short, we need to inspire, stimulate and support the emergence of hundreds, even
thousands of small and medium-size enterprises that bring social and/or economic
benefits to people. These enterprises will serve both as a learning laboratory for
continuous improvement in business and social outcomes and also as a platform from
which increasingly successful additional enterprises can be launched.
So, that was our theory of change in 2009-2010 as we began to implement the HiMaT
Indigenous Leadership and Development Program. The rest of this report
summarizes what actually happened, and particularly what has resulted from what
we did.

Summary of Impacts and Outcomes to Date
What has been invested?
It is really too early in the life of the project to expect significant outcomes related to the
reduction of overall poverty levels in project communities, although there are clear signs
of progress despite the catastrophic conditions Hunza has experienced in the past few
years.
The HiMaT Program began working systematically beyond the pilot program in the
Chipursan Valley (11 villages) with all the 41 communities of upper Gojal in November
2010. So actual on-the-ground work has been going on for only about two years.
The field team consists of between 3 and 5 Pakistani staff members (a project team
leader and a project technical advisor were added 18 months and 12 months ago
respectively). Four Worlds (Michael and Judie
Bopp) have given approximately 120 volunteer
days a year for the past two years, and have
made six visits to the project since November
2010. Four Worlds has raised approximately
$87,500/year for the past two years from private
donors in Canada and from the Alberta
Government. This money has paid for staff
salaries and operations costs, money for
technical support visits to clusters, six
development forums, the publication of hundreds
of Books to be used in grassroots study circles,
approximately 100 small social and economic
seed projects (quick-wins), travel expenses for
the Canadian team, two women’s conferences,
and overhead costs to our partner organization—
KADO, which covers office space, telephone,
internet and the use of a KADO vehicle as
required.
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Impacts and Outcomes
1. Spark of Hope and Vision
Indicator: Ownership and engagement
• Leadership from all Gojal clusters and many community members are ongoing
participants in all project activities, even though communities have to cover their own
costs of participation.
• Area leaders have publically praised and defended the project in large regional
forums, arguing that HiMaT is giving the people
the direct help and support that is really needed to
bring progress by working closely with the
grassroots.
• Participants in development forums and study
circles give impassioned testimonials about how
the project is awakening a new spirit and energy.
• Communities take turns hosting project gatherings
(forums, women’s conferences, etc.) despite
considerable costs to them in terms of volunteer
time and logistical challenges of hosting large
gatherings.
• Area religious (Imamat) institutions are now urging
their members to become engaged in the project,
and are even co-sponsoring project activities.
• A proliferation of grassroots volunteer initiatives is occurring in many participating
communities, when only a few years ago very few of such initiatives were occurring.
Whereas before people waited passively for “someone” to help them, there is a
resurgence of volunteer energy and of people working together in groups to address
social and economic challenges and opportunities.
• New music and poetry is being developed and shared at the gatherings as people
sing, dance and write about their hope for the future or their concerns about the
present situation.
• Systematic baseline needs assessment studies and comprehensive 10-year
development plans are completed in CLSO (11 villages) and nearly completed in
GRSO (17 villages). Plans to complete the vision and planning process in MASO (10
villages) and Shimshal (3 villages) are in motion and planning work has begun in
lower Hunza (Shinaki).3 This work facilitates both the articulation of vision and the
development of systematic strategies and plans to make the vision a reality.

3

Hunza communities are organized into geographic clusters represented by a Local Support
Organization (LSO), whose purpose is to coordinate, stimulate and support local and area
development efforts.
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2. Strengthening Local and Area Institutions
Indicator: Institutions revitalized
When we began working in upper Hunza there
was no LSO in Chipursan and, of 24 possible
local institutions (VOs and WOs),4 only four
were functioning. Similarly across the whole of
Gojal, although local and area institutions had
been formed by AKRSP a decade or more ago,
at least 1/3 were dysfunctional, and/or had lost
the trust and confidence of community
members due to problems with loan recovery
and a lack of transparency. Furthermore, most
VOs, WOs and LSOs were not effective in mobilizing their communities for development,
or in linking community initiatives to needed training, access to credit or connection to
markets and other opportunities.
We have only recently completed agreements to also work with 69 communities in
central/southern Hunza. These communities are very different from Gojal and their
institutional strengthening needs are at a different level. They represent 5 LSOs, one of
which (GOLD in Aliabad) was only recently formed with the support of KADO. In
addition, the KADO-HiMaT team has supported the creation of 2 WOs in the Aliabad and
Altit IDP camps, with 70 and 44 members respectively. This means that the HiMaT
Program is now working with 114 communities in 9 LSO areas (see Table 1 below).
Table 1 - Summary of Current HiMaT Intervention Areas in the Hunza Valley
Adapted from LSO Directory of AKRSP (www.lson.org.pk), with population figures added
LSO

Villages

VOs

WOs

CSOs

V/WO
Membership

Total
Population

Chipursan (CLSO)

11

11

11

0

1,206

4,856

Sost (GRSO)

18

17

18

4

2,425

8,513

Gulmit (MASO)

12

10

12

4

2,298

9,205

Shimshal (SNT)

4

8

8

3

1,200

2,311

Karimabad/Baltit
(BRSO)

12

12

12

0

1,337

13,935

Hyderabad (HRSO)

12

12

10

7

878

6,715

Ganish (GDO)

8

2

8

1

700

4,615

Aliabad (GOLDO)

22

20

22

21

2,350

16,211

Shinaki (SADO)

15

15

13

0

2,138

6,988

Total

114

107

114

40

14,532

73,349

4

LSO: Local Support Organization – This is a cluster agency that serves (usually) 7 to 12
communities. Its Board has representatives from the village level and its purpose is to coordinate,
stimulate and support local and area development effots. VO: Village Organization - This is a
village council (mostly male) that coordinates local village development. WO: Women’s
Organization - Each project village has a women’s organization, most of which concentrate on
savings and loan programs
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Indictor: Audits
One of the biggest challenges LSOs, VOs and WOs faced is a lack of financial
accountability and transparency, not (for the most part) due to corruption, but rather to a
lack of capacity (knowledge, skills and operating procedures) in financial management.
HiMaT has worked very hard to carry out audits with VOs, WOs and LSOs and now
requires that to receive support from the project, local and area institutions need to be
audited annually and to make the results transparent to their communities.
As this work has progressed and institutions receive training and coaching from the
HiMaT team, there is an almost immediate increase in community trust and confidence
in their local and area institutions.
Indicator: Mobilizing community savings
Both Chipursan (CLSO) and Sost (GRSO) have begun to mobilize their community
savings that were previously held at the VO/WO level in order to establish a community
business development loan fund. This pooling and mobilization of capital was not on the
horizon in 2010. Trust levels were too low and institutions were simply not functioning
well enough to convince account holders to allow their savings to be used in this way. In
Chipursan, savings increased by 56% in 2012 and GRSO also saw a significant
increase. Both communities are now able to provide small loans to their members for
business development for the first time ever. We believe, and LSO leaders tell us, this
development is certainly at least in part due to the success of the HiMaT project in
strengthening local and area institutions and in rebuilding public confidence in them.
Essentially, grassroots people increasingly feel that they are now able to influence the
development plans of local institutions through participatory governance processes.
Indicator: Inter-institutional conflict
In the case of one large cluster (MASO) there has been a history of mistrust and discord
between local and area institutional leaders and their community constituents. To heal
these differences HiMaT facilitated several inter-institutional conferences and has been
able to convince leaders from all the communities to participate. The result was an airing
of issues, agreement on steps to resolve them and a plan to renew the membership of
the LSO. This deadlock had created a paralysis in area development cooperation for
many years. Now most of the VOs and WOs have been audited, and an AGM to form
the new LSO is scheduled.
Indicator: Long-term development planning
As indicated earlier, HiMaT has conducted
community-based participatory situation
assessments (the Community Story) to
establish a baseline against which to
measure progress. Community Story studies
have been completed in two clusters (serving
some 25 villages), 10-year development
plans were finalized in one cluster and is
nearly ready in a second, and two more
clusters are scheduled in the coming months.
(It takes about a year of work, counting
documentation, community review time, as well as engagement of all the villages in a
cluster to develop a comprehensive area development plan.) We anticipate that all
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clusters in Gojal will have completed at least part of the planning process by the end of
2012.
The clarity local and area institutions achieve as a result of engaging their communities
in a comprehensive development planning process makes a major contribution to the
capacity of those institutions to effectively guide and support ongoing development
efforts. Without a vision or a plan, community institutions tend to be reactive rather than
proactive. With a plan, community members are able to hold their leaders and
development institutions to account and to participate fully in ongoing evaluation and
refinement of plans and strategies. A development plan also serves outsider supporters,
such as HiMaT, providing us with clear guidance as to the priorities our team (or any
other outside agency) should support.
3. Capacity Building and Training
HiMaT utilizes two primary strategies for capacity building: a) formal courses, and b)
coaching and mentoring.
Training courses
The Indigenous Leadership and Development series now has six modules developed by
Four Worlds in close collaboration with the HiMaT team. These six modules are
delivered to tutors in development forums and taken back to communities where learning
and action circles are organized in many contexts (homes, women’s organizations,
development core groups, youth groups, institutions such as VOs, WOs, etc.). At the
most recent count (September 2012) at least 3,500 participants are engaged in
courses5. Table 2 below summarizes the number of participants in the HiMaT Indigenous
Leadership Development Series. The figures here are best estimates. We know there
are more participants, but have not received official reports from local coordinators.
Table 2 – Participation in Training Sessions
Sessions
When

Number of Participants
Where

Development
forums

Learning &
Action
Circles

Total

March 2011

Gulmit (Books 1 & 2)

100

50

150

July 2011

Khyber (Book 3)

100

1000

1100

July 2011

Aliabad (part of Book 1)

150

-

150

Hussaini (Book 4)

100

1687

1787

Karimabad

50

-

50

June 2012

MASO, SNT, GRSO & CLSO
(Book 5)

236

-

236

July 2012

Hyderabad

70

-

70

October 2012

Karimabad (Book 7)

70

November
2011
November
2011

Total

876

70
2737

3613

5

Community level coordinators put the number closer to 4,000 participants, but we suspect there
may be duplication in their tallies. We are now introducing a name-based record keeping system.
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The diagram on the following page summarizes the capacities each of the courses aims
to develop in learners and the practical application of those capacities.
The impact of 3,000 to 3,500 trained individuals working in their communities and
influencing the functioning of their local and area institutions has proven to be very
significant indeed. In Gojal, these numbers mean we have already directly influenced
10% of the population, and touched a majority of households.
When asked about the impact of these courses on their communities, participants stated
the following.
a. Many action core groups have formed as a direct result of one or more of the
courses. These groups have identified issues or opportunities and created miniprojects to bring social or economic benefit to the community. Most of these initiatives
are not funded.
b. As a direct result of Book IV (Community Economic and Business Development), as
many as 50 self-starting micro business initiatives have emerged and a number of
existing businesses grew in important ways.
Table 3 – Examples of micro-business initiatives arising from the study of book
IV (Business and Economic Development) with no funding provided
Projects identified by the Action Groups

LSOs

1.

Drying apricot with new technology and its
marketing.

GRSO, MASO

2.

Promotion the cultivation of turnips, carrots,
tomatoes, onions, and cabbages to sell in Sost
market.

GRSO, MASO, SNT, CLSO

3.

Carving, wood craft, production of local
traditional utensils, e.g. spoons, bowls

MASO

4.

Poultry production

CLSO, MASO, GRSO,

5.

Training for computer software and hardware

GRSO, MASO

6.

Gems stone - identification, cutting and
polishing

MASO

7.

Fruit processing and caning, such as apricot,
apple, cherry, peach and mulberry

GRSO, MASO

8.

Chips production

MASO

9.

Mobile repairing

MASO, GRSO

10. Loom/Patu production

CLSO, MASO

11. Identification of herbs, collection and marketing

MASO

12. Beautician

MASO

13. Sewing and handcraft production

MASO, GRSO, CLSO, SNT

14. Processing of sea buckthorn. (juice, jelly, jam
and oil extraction)

MASO, GRSO, CLSO, SNT
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Acquiring Capacities
• Learning the deep
connection between
learning & effective
development action
• Learning to fit individual
capacity development into
processes of community
development

• Understanding the
qualities & roles of
development leaders
• Understanding the
difference between
facilitative & authoritarian
leadership
• Learning consultation skills
• Understanding concepts
related to development
• Identifying the “fruits” &
“roots” of development &
indicators to measure
progress

Book Five:
Governance for
Development

Book Four:
Community Economic &
Business Development

Book Three:
Planning Development Action

Book Two:
Leadership for
Development

Book One:
The Tree of
Development

CREATING A NEW PATTERN OF COMMUNITY LIFE

• Learning strategies for
carrying out participatory
community needs
assessment, and project
planning & implementation

Book Six:
Negotiation and Conflict Resolution Skills

STRENGTHENING HUMAN RESOURCES

• Understanding the term
“economy” and the history,
strengths, & barriers to a
economic progress in your
community/region
• Understanding the steps
for developing a business
or social enterprise plan

• Facilitating learning-action
circles
• Supporting learners in
acquiring experience
through development
action

Book Seven:
Tutor Training for
Study-Action Circles

• Learning conflict resolution
skills
• Learning negotiation skills
that can be used to
develop effective
relationships with donors &
other partners
• Understanding the roles &
structures of development
institutions
• Learning skills related to
managing development
institutions in ways that are
participatory, transparent,
& accountable.

Practical Application

• Negotiating partnerships
with donors & other stakeholders
• Resolving conflicts that
block development
progress at the village or
cluster level
• Supporting institutions to
lead effective development processes
• Renewing the leadership
of village & cluster
development institutions
using a fully transparent
process
• Finalizing proposals for
“quick-win projects
• Finalizing plans for larger
businesses & social
enterprises
• Continuing your core
group’s consultation about
possible “quick-win” or
other small projects
• Developing a comprehensive 10-year action plan
for your community and
your cluster
• Strengthening the capacity
of core groups to build trust
and plan & carry out small
projects
• Starting new study-action
circles
• Forming small working
(core) groups
• Identifying a possible
“quick win” project
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c. As a result of Book V (Governance for Development), young people in one area
confronted longstanding community leaders, asking them to be transparent about
spending and clear about their development plans. This discussion led to a renewal of
the LSO membership. A first-ever democratic election was held (previously leaders
were selected rather than elected). Everyone is very happy with both the process and
the outcomes. Similarly, a second LSO held its first-ever election (leaders were
previously chosen by “selection”) and the community reports an extremely positive
outcome. (We note that this is one way that HiMaT is contributing directly to
democratization efforts in Pakistan.)
d. As a result of Book III (Planning Development Action) combined with the quick-win
seed projects, many participants stated: “We learned how to form an action group,
identify goals and work together to achieve them”. [We note that in 2010, when we
started, there were very few grassroots entrepreneurial initiatives.]
e. As a result of the training program, many of the older (i.e., pre-existing) communities
and groups have now been revitalized by members (often younger) who have been
animated by the training.
F. Those who have taken the training are providing leadership in many aspects of
community life. Their ability to help the groups they participate in to understand how
to address important issues is a real benefit.
Overall observation on progress
We see two (twin) movements as being necessary for making real progress: 1) the
movement of communities and groups toward greater capacity to initiate, sustain and
succeed with social and economic initiatives, and 2) the movement of individuals through
the sequence of courses. These two are interdependent.
Successful initiatives provide a training ground for many individuals to learn how to be
effective in development efforts, and trained human resources contribute to the success
of initiatives in which they play a significant role.
Successful development initiative

Trained human resources

Coaching and Mentoring
Our HiMaT team works with community leaders and action core groups, coaching them
toward success. In 2012, considerable emphasis has been placed on the issue of sound
financial management, as well as on ensuring transparency and accountability. Also,
HiMaT, as well as other programs within KADO are very active in supporting new
business start-ups.
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[Note: upper-Gojal is an area that has had very little business experience in the past. A
few individuals were involved in tourism (now a dead issue since 9/11/2001, as the
tourism industry has all but collapsed in Pakistan). Most people are, and have always
been farmers. Earning income in other ways is a new challenge for most.]
Farmer’s school
Participants in learning and action forums identified the strong need for agricultural
training for farmers related to alternative (to potato) cropping, soil revitalization and many
other issues. The HiMaT team worked with the Department of Agriculture to organize a
farmer’s school for upper Gojal, held in May 2012. More such schools are planned to
address food security related issues.
4. Creating an Engine for Continuous Social and Economic Progress
Our basic idea with this strategy was to seed as many small projects as we could. Quickwin projects are funded as micro-grants and are awarded through a selection process
involving the formation of an action group and the submission of a project proposal. Our
team provides coaching to LSOs so they can help their members make successful
applications (hence we are also building LSO capacity).
Each village is awarded three projects: one for youth, one for women and one for men.
First round projects are now about $100 US. Second and subsequent rounds are $501,500, with links to micro-loans.
About 100 projects have been awarded to date involving some 950 participants. The
variety of initiatives and the creativity of implementing groups are staggering. For
example, a women’ group decided to expand and
consolidate a community variety store that caters
to women’s needs. This group initially took our
$100, then consulted and decided they needed
much more. So, each member committed to
contributing and they were able to raise enough
cash (with a local investor’s help) to build a new
building and stock the store. The $100 from
HiMaT was given back. “We discovered we didn’t
need it—give it to someone who needs it,” they
told us. This same group is now planning a hair
salon as a spin off business.
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Other projects included the following.
• Extending irrigation channels to open new agricultural
land
• Erosion control by improving existing irrigation systems
• Introducing computer education programs to ensure students
will do well once they leave the village school
• Introducing new crops and agricultural practices
• Training a first aid volunteer to bring primary health services to
the village
• Training women in sewing and weaving skills
• Developing a business that produces clothing for markets in Sost
• Tutoring students during vacation time to increase their chances at
higher education opportunities
• Repairing a community water tank to prevent pollution from cattle
and dirt
• Creating an early childhood education program to ensure healthy
child development
• Creating clean drinking water and waste disposal systems
• Upgrading a community hall!
Direct HiMaT programming thus far has been limited to quick-win
projects due to funding limitations. We know this initiative is a good
idea because: a) as many as 50 additional “copy-cat” social and
economic projects have arisen without HiMaT funding, and b) AKRSP
as well as other funders have offered to fund quick-win initiatives
through KADO (negotiations in progress).
Not just the money
When HiMaT funds a quick-win project, the group has very likely already received
coaching support either directly from HiMaT staff, or indirectly from LSO staff who are
supported by HiMaT staff. As of July 2012, any group wishing to apply for quick-win
project money must have also completed Book IV Community Economic and Business
Development in the HiMaT Leadership Learning Series.
Our next step will be to move part of the quick-win funds toward larger awards focused
on business development that will be given out as low-interest loans targeted to groups
that are ready to graduate from small quick-win projects to something more sustainable.
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Institutional sustainability through social enterprise initiatives
Area institutions (LSOs) that have a small staff cannot be sustainable on small grants
received from outsider agencies. Currently HiMaT supports the Chipursan LSO6 and
AKRSP provides modest support for GRSO and MASO. Some of the central Hunza
LSOs are already independent and some receive subsidies.
HiMaT has been working with LSOs to develop sustainability plans and, in the case of
Chipursan (who we fund directly), we have required that a viable sustainability plan be in
place as a condition of funding. LSOs can earn income from management fees or
contracts; from operating public service utilities such as electricity generation, postal or
banking services; and from enterprises.
We have now graduated from paying two salaries to paying only one with the Chipursan
LSO (CLSO) and they are required to keep the other position going (which means they
have to have own source income. Within two years we expect CLSO to be entirely selfsufficient. This approach is being taken within all area institutions.
5. Starting with Receptive Communities and Slowly Expanding to less Stable
Areas
As stated in the section on “theory
of change”, our intention is that our
project should promote peace
through constructive development.
We concluded (based on our initial
assessment of the situation in
Gilgit-Baltistan) that we should
begin our work with those parts of
the population that were the most
receptive and susceptible to
positive development initiatives (but
still struggling with serious needs).
Our reasoning was that as our
project began to produce visible
results, more conservative and less
receptive communities (which are
also usually among the poorest)
would see the success their
“neighbours” were having and
would ask for the project.
This is exactly what has happened.
Predominantly Shia, as well as
some mixed communities in central
Hunza, have now joined the project.
We are just beginning with these
groups and are moving very slowly
6

HiMaT provides funding to cover the costs of one salary position (the LSO Manager) in a costsharing arrangement through which the communities are required to fund a second position
(Bookkeeper/Social Mobilizer) as well as to maintain and grow an institutional sustainability fund
(i.e., an endowment fund). This commitment costs HiMaT about $2,500.
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to ensure that the foundations are strong, but with this expansion, our project now
serves 114 communities, some of which have a history of instability, and border on even
more conservative communities.
6. Measuring Household Poverty: The Big Picture
In order to determine to what extent (if at all) the communities HiMaT works with are in
any way becoming better-off (due, of course, to many factors, but in part at least to the
work of HiMaT) we have developed a simple tool through which local women’s
organizations can take a periodic measure on food insecurity7.
This tool engages village women to compile information quarterly related to available
food stores, and daily food intake of their family members. This information is
supplemented by consultations three times a year at regional development forums,
which provide us with collective
community analysis of what is happening
and why.
At last count (July 2012) Gojal women
reported that food security varied from
community to community, but most
households replied that at least four
months of the year, there are food
shortages, and for many families (around
55%) food security from what can be
produced locally only covers them for 3-4
months, leaving 8-9 months when food
aid is an absolute necessity.
Analysis has show that there are many reasons this problem persists: a) Soil has been
severely depleted due to mono-cropping potatoes and way too many chemical inputs.
There is an absolute shortage of growing land, especially after permanent flooding
caused by the Attabad disaster. Access to agricultural markets has been blocked by the
landslide, the lake and the closure of the KKH Highway, and farm inputs (especially
fertilizers and seed) have doubled and tripled in cost since the 2008 global financial
crisis and the added costs of shipping due to the Attabad Lake.
We conclude that nothing short of an agricultural revolution and economic revitalization
is needed that focuses both on soil reclamation and food security first and delivers new
more appropriate income generation strategies. It is toward solving these concrete and
pervading challenges that our project is now moving, as we seek to link local populations
with those who have solved similar problems elsewhere.

7

We are initially focused on eliminating extreme (or ultra) poverty, and have therefore taken food
security as a valid proxy measure for assessing absolute poverty levels.
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APPENDIX A: A BRIEF TIMELINE TRACKING PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION TO
DATE
July 2008
• First visit to Pakistan by Four Worlds team along with German businessman Frieder
Krups as part of a global best practice tour.
• Initial agreement signed between Frieder Krups and the Chipursan Local Support
Organization (CLSO) to support LSO development and two local staff.
• Frieder also funded three staff salaries carried over from a previous pilot in Kashmir
to work with CLSO.
• Four Worlds provided ongoing technical advice to staff on-the-ground.
November 2009
• HiMaT project initial concept paper and proposal completed.
• Agreement with KADO secured to establish the HiMaT Indigenous Leadership and
Development Program as a project with KADO, with the long-term goal that KADO
would become a Rural Support Program (RSP) serving communities in Hunza-Nagar
and beyond with a new grassroots participatory approach.
• A two-day “Community Story” (comprehensive development baseline and needs
assessment process) was conducted in Chipursan. The process was very
participatory and grounded in community culture and spiritual foundations, and greatly
encouraged Chipursan, and gave hope to many others across Gojal of good things to
come.
• First quick-win seed funding project launched with 33 projects at $55 US each in 11
villages.
January 2010
• The Attabad landslide disaster struck, and our team became emergency relief
workers from January to October 2010.
• Frieder Krups raised $70,000 (US) from a network of businessmen linked to YPO (the
Young Presidents Organization) to create an Emergency Seed and Fertilizer Loan
Fund for the thousands of stricken farmers in upper Gojal, who now had no access to
agriculture inputs from down country due to the total blockage of the valley, the
destruction of the KKH Highway (the only road link) and the creation of the Attabad
lake (35 kilometers long- and up to 400 feet deep). Our team rallied hundreds of
volunteers and at a time when neither government nor Aga Khan services were
available to respond, delivered seeds and fertilizer to farmers, without which many
farmers would have missed the 2010 growing season all together, thus further
deepening the food security crisis that was already emerging.
October-November 2010
• By this time, Four Worlds had taken over funding for three project field staff from
Frieder Krups. Frieder continued to partially fund CLSO staff.
• Meeting between Gojal community leaders, the HiMaT team and Four Worlds
produced a project implementation plan focused on capacity building/training,
institutional strengthening, comprehensive community development planning, and
seed funding and coaching and mentoring for the stimulation of many small economic
and social projects.
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March-April 2011
• First development forum and training held in Gulmit (upper Gojal). 120 participants
from all Gojal communities, with strong youth and women’s representation and
community leaders. HiMaT Learning and Action Series, Book I focused on the
questions “What is development? How does it happen? What develops in
development? How can we measure programs in development at the community
level? Book II covered the roles and characteristics of development leadership.
Participants were asked to take the training (utilizing the materials provided) back
home and to engage at least 100 people in their area in studying the material.
[Note: Later monitoring and evaluation revealed 20-30% uptake on the start-up of
community based study circles for the first round. So approximately 20-30 people
maximum in each area were studying the material (if that) and many circles started,
but failed to continue.]
A note on buy-in/ownership: The cost of the first development forum was more than
$10,000 US (facilities rental, hotels, travel, etc.). Community leaders were challenged
to significantly reduce the costs for future forums, or face a reduction in the number of
forums from three times a year to once a year. Leaders consulted, rallied and agreed
to host all future forums, billeting participants and utilizing volunteers to cook and care
for participants. Four subsequent forums have been held this way, and costs have
been reduced by 45-55%. At a recent forum, the community of Husaini hosted a fourday meeting and each day, a contingent of 40 community volunteers (men and
women) served the conference. This meant that this tiny village raised up 160
volunteers to support the forum.
July 2011
• New project team leader comes on board.
• Women’s development specialist joins HiMaT team bringing staff to five, including the
team leader.
• Second Development Forum held in upper Gojal with 120 participants and supported
by many volunteers.
• Book III “Planning Development Action” introduced participants to participatory
strategies for making long-term development plans.
• Central Hunza leaders (120 strong) meet with the project team and asked to join the
project.
• First-ever Gojal Women’s conference held. 90 participants from all across Gojal,
focus on mobilizing the power of women.
October 2011
• Chipursan 10-year Development Plan completed.
• Community Story (baseline) needs assessment conducted in GRSO (Sost area
villages)
• Shimshal Nature Trust, representing the Shimshal cluster of communities joins the
project after a team visit.
• Third development forum held with 110 participants (weather very cold). Book IV
introduced on community economic and business development (by this time study
circle coordinators had arisen for each cluster area and several hundred participants
were involved in study circles in their home communities.)
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January 2012
• HiMaT team goes on a team learning and development study tour visiting the
National Rural Support Program operations in Islamabad and Sind province. Team
members also took individual courses related to their own skills development. [Note:
HiMaT Staff Development has been a critical, but relatively invisible line of action
within the project. In 2008 when we met the team the three field staff spoke very little
English and had received very little training in development-related areas. Since they
were all university graduates (two with Masters Degrees) we encouraged them to
study English, and to begin reading assigned development literature. We also
dedicated staff time each visit to technical “training”, which often took the form of
carrying out a technical task such as developing an annual work plan. At this stage, 4
years later, we estimate these team members have all acquired a very high level of
competency (Masters Degree level) as development practitioners. As well their
English has improved to the level that they are able to carry out Urdu translation
activities of learning material originally produced in English.]
Spring 2012 (Crisis and Victory)
• The spring development forum scheduled for late March 2012 was postponed due to
sectarian violence in Chilas and Gilgit which closed the entire Hunza area to visitors
and meant the Four Worlds team could not come to the area and participate in the
spring learning and action forum. Our field team continued technical support visits. In
late May, the decision was made to hold the forum without Four Worlds, since the
area was considered not yet safe for foreign travelers. This was the first time the team
planned and facilitated a forum without Four Worlds—which we consider a big step
forward in terms of capacity development. In Canada, Four Worlds developed the
Book V training module, focused on Governance for Development. Separate forums
were held in Sost and MASO with over 300 participants, facilitated by the HiMaT field
team, and these conferences were by all accounts a huge success.
• A new round of quick-win seed projects was launched in GRSO and a second round
in CLSO, bringing the total number of projects to nearly 100. Many copycat projects
began to emerge without project funding in which small groups launched economic or
social initiatives.
• By this time an estimated 2000 people were engaged in study circles
• Local religious institutions began urging community people to participate in the forums
and study circles.
• Draft GRSO Community Story (situation assessment) report tabled for community
review.
July 2012
• Internal project impact evaluation conducted by the Four Worlds team involving
interviews with representatives from all Gojal communities.
• Second annual Gojal Women’s Conference held in Passu.
October 2012
•
•
•
•

Book VII Tutor Training Module developed, and delivered.
One-day development forum held in MASO focused on reviewing progress to date
Shinaki (central Hunza) community story process completed.
Team work plans for 2012-2013 completed
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